
SCANNING JOURNALS AND DOCUMENTS 
(Desktop Network Services, UHM Library, updated 07/27/2010) 

 
1. Scanning of Documents 

 
a. Go to Access Services (1st floor Hamilton, by Circulation/Business Office) 
b. Clean the Xerox glass thoroughly (there should be alcohol by the machine, if not, 

look in the puddy-colored supply cabinet; go to restroom for paper towels) 
c. Place document to be scanned FACE UP in automatic document feeder (ADF) 

i. Make sure to firmly press the guides against the edges of the document to 
prevent skewing 

d. At scanner, press the Clear All button (yellow button) as the machine may have 
just been used for copying or faxing. 

e. Press Network Scanning tab 
i. Select PDF_adf (automatic document feeder) 
ii. If you get message “Partial list of network scanning templates”, press Close 

f. Press Basic Settings tab 
i. 2 Sided Scanning 

1. 2 sided (this is only if you have a 2-sided doc, if not, no need press) 
ii. Original Type 

1. Photo and Text 
iii. Scan Presets 

1. Select More 
a. For OCR 

2. SAVE 
g. Press Advanced Settings tab 

i. Select More Image Quality 
1. Contrast 

a. Move to High 
2. Sharpness 

a. Move to Sharp 
3. SAVE 

ii. Select Edge Eraser 
1. Border Erase 

a. Border = Select 0.20 (double check the border for your 
individual project and adjust accordingly (“Border Erase” 
creates a uniform border on all sides of the doc) 

2. SAVE 
iii.  Select Resolution 

1. Select 600x600 
2. SAVE (A message will appear discussing optimizing for OCRing; just 

press OK.) 
iv. Select Quality/File Size 

1. Select Maximum Quality 
2.  SAVE 

h. Press Build Job Controls tab 
i. Press START (Green button on right side of machine) 
j. When scanning is finished, Press End Build Job. 
k. NOTE: 1) If you have multiple documents to scan, you have ~30 seconds to load 

the next journal before the settings reset. 2) If you have to split a large document 
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into 2-3 sections, BEFORE you press End Build Job, put remaining docs into the 
ADF and press START. 3) Pressing End Build Job creates a PDF for the 
material you have scanned. 

 
2. Accessing and Saving the Scanned File 

 
a. When finished scanning, go to Access Services “Ariel” computer 
b. Open My Computer 

i. Open Data (D:) drive 
1. Open Xerox folder 
2. Open Copy_Machine_PDF_files folder 
3. Open most recent .PDF and this will open Acrobat 

c. Check your .PDF before you leave! If it has significant streaks or is skewed so that 
information is missing, you will have to re-clean the glass, make sure the pages 
are snug firmly in the ADF, and rescan. If it the text is grainy or looks washed out, 
you will need to rescan, adjusting contrast and possibly other settings. 

d. Check the photos and images in the PDF. A little image loss from the original is 
acceptable, but if the photos are blackened, select the pages with photos to re-
scan and follow these steps: 

e. Press Basic Settings tab 
i. 2 Sided Scanning 

1. 2 sided (this is only if you have a 2-sided doc, if not, no need press) 
ii. Original Type 

1. Photo and Text 
iii. Scan Presets 

1. Select More 
a. For OCR 

2. SAVE 
f. Press Advanced Settings tab 

i. Select Image Quality 
1. Move +1 toward Lighter (do not move it all the way to the top) 

ii. Select More Image Quality 
1. Contrast 

a. Move +1 toward High (do not move it all the way to the top) 
2. Sharpness 

a. Move to Sharp, all the way to High 
3. SAVE 

iii.  Select Resolution 
1. Select 600x600 
2. SAVE (A message will appear discussing optimizing for OCRing; just 

press OK.) 
iv. Select Quality/File Size 

1. Select Maximum Quality 
2.  SAVE 

g. Press Build Job Controls tab 
h. Press START (Green button on right side of machine) 
i. When scanning is finished, Press End Build Job. 
j. Check PDFs, then transfer acceptable items from “Ariel” computer to your flash 

drive 
k. Delete both formats from Ariel computer: .XST files and .PDF files 
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l. NOTE: For examples of poor quality scans, please see “Unacceptable Scans” at 

the end of the file. 
 

Preparing Files for ScholarSpace 
 

1. At your DNS computer, create a folder titled “Original” and save your file there (always 
keep an “original” file for backup in case of accidents!) 

2. Open the file representing an entire volume. 
i. If you have to merge two separate files to make a complete volume, open 

the PDF for which you want to insert pages and go to the page where 
pages need to be inserted. Choose Document > Insert 

ii. Select the file you want and select to insert either Before or After current 
page 

iii. SAVE 
iv. NOTE: For more complete instructions for this step, please see the end of 

the document, instructions entitled “Inserting Pages Into a PDF” 
3. Order: Please follow the steps below in order. Changing order can mess up the 

document. For optimal results, follow this process: Deskew > Crop > OCR > Optimize. 
4. Deskew your PDF file (this step is rare and only used if the pages are really skewed) 

a. Choose Document > Optimize Scanned PDF 
i. Choose High Quality and Deskew > Automatic 
ii. Turn all other options OFF (background removal, despeckle, etc.) 

1. At this stage, we just want to Deskew 
iii. Press OK 
iv. SAVE 
v. NOTE: You must “deskew” your PDF before running an OCR or else it will 

mess up the document 
5. Cropping: Cut out the “black line” at the edges of the PDF by doing the following: 

a. Choose Document > Crop Pages. 
i. In the pop-up menu in the upper left corner, leave CropBox selected, and 

then adjust the values for the Margin Controls: Right (you may also need 
to crop Left, Top, and Bottom) 

1. Set this to 0.125, or the appropriate amount. (You may need to play 
with this amount to remove the black line.) You will see a black 
rectangle in the thumbnail page display, showing the adjusted 
boundaries of the cropped page. 

ii. Set Page Range to All 
iii. Make sure the Apply To box is set to Even and Odd, unless you want to 

crop all Odd pages differently than all Even pages. 
iv. Click OK. 
v. Scroll through each page to make sure no information is missing, and 

double check to see if there are pages in landscape view. If so you might 
need to go in and crop just that page. 

vi. NOTE: Do NOT save the document until you check every page to make 
sure the cropping is okay. 

vii. SAVE 
6. Using the Redact tool (for streaks, blots, and other undesirables) 

a. Choose Advanced > Redaction > Show Redaction Toolbar 
i. Once you redact something, you can’t undo it, so if a streak or blot is right 

next to text, err on the side of caution 
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ii. The redaction tool shows either as a plus (+) or another icon. The + icon is 

best, as it allows you to get close to the text. To get the +, hold down the 
Apple key (Mac) or CTRL (PC). 

iii. If the redacted area fills in with black color, go to Advanced > Redaction > 
Redaction Properties and look for Redacted Area Fill Color at the top of 
the menu. Select “No Color”. 

iv. NOTE: Don’t get carried away with redacting. It adds a lot of bytes to the 
document, and can be time consuming. Some minor blots are acceptable. 

v. SAVE 
7. OCR: Convert the scanned PDF so that it is Text Recognized 

a. In Acrobat, choose Document > OCR Text Recognition > Recognize Text 
Using OCR 

i. In the Recognize Text dialog box, select All Pages under Pages 
ii. Click OK (This process takes approximately 30 minutes per 250 pages) 
iii. When finished with the OCR, SAVE 

b. NOTE: You may need to “Batch OCR” overnight if you have a lot of files. If you 
have multiple files, see the  “Batch OCR” document. 

8. Optimize the document 
a. In Acrobat, go to Advanced > PDF Optimizer on the toolbar. In the window that 

comes up, change the drop down box on the upper right to “Make compatible with 
Acrobat 5.0 and later.”  The following are options found in Adobe Acrobat 
Professional 7.0 and 8.0.  (7.0 has a Scanned Pages option, skip it and do not put 
a check into the “Optimize compression of page regions based on color content” 
option.) 
 

Make the following changes to the following settings in the same window: 
 
Images:  
Color Images, Downsample: Bicubic Downsampling to 300 pixels/inch.  For images above 305 
pixels/inch. Compression JPEG, Quality High. 
 
Grayscale Images, Downsample: Bicubic Downsampling to 300 pixels/inch. For images above 
305 pixels/inch. Compression JPEG, Quality High. 
 
Monochrome Images, Downsample: Bicubic Downsampling to 300 pixels/inch. For images 
above 305 pixels/inch. Compression ZIP. 
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Fonts:  
Do not unembed fonts. 
 
Transparency: 
 Turn off “Transparency" 
 
Discard Objects:  
Checked on options: 
   Discard all form submission, import and rest actions 
   Discard all JavaScript actions 
   Discard all alternate images 
   Discard embedded page thumbnails 
   Discard document tags 
   Discard bookmarks 
  Checked off options: 
   Flatten form fields 
   Convert smooth lines to curves 
   Detect and merge image fragments 
   Discard embedded print settings 
   Discard embedded search index 
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Discard User Data:  
Checked on options: 
   Discard all comments, forms and multimedia 
   Discard all external cross references 
   Discard private data of other applications 
   Discard hidden layer content and flatten visible layers 
  Checked off options: 
   Discard document information and metadata 
   Discard all object data 
   Discard file attachments 
 

 
 
Clean Up:  
Drop down box for “Object compression options” should be Compress document structure. 
  Checked on options: 
   Use Flate to encode streams that are not encoded 
   In streams that use LZW encoding, use Flate instead 
   Remove invalid bookmarks 
   Remove invalid links 
   Optimize the PDF for fast web view 
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  Checked off options: 
   Remove unreferenced named destinations 
 

 
 
After you make all the appropriate changes, click OK and you will be prompted to name the file. 
 

9. If you have a journal, you are ready to extract out the various sections and articles within 
the volume, making individual files for each section and article. If you do NOT have a 
journal, and your document is complete as is, you are finished and can begin submitting 
to ScholarSpace. 

a. With the volume file open, choose Document> Extract Pages 
i. Select the page range, remembering that the actual pages will not match 

the page numbers in the articles 
ii. Select Delete Pages After Extracting. 
iii. Click OK 
iv. A message box will ask you if you want to delete pages. Click Yes. 
v. Save the file using the appropriate name format, using Save As, and 

placing it in the correct folder. 
b. Continue working through the entire volume until you have extracted all articles 

and sections. 
c. When you are at the end of the document and all articles have been extracted and 

saved individually, close the original file and DO NOT SAVE. This will keep your 
file in tact after extracting out the articles. (Remember, this should NOT be your 
original file; you should always keep an original file just in case.) 

10. Next you will be submitting the items to ScholarSpace. 
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Inserting pages into a PDF 
Open Adobe Acrobat Professional and open your 
PDF file.   Bring up the page that you would like to 
replace and on the toolbar, go to Document > 
Insert Pages… 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A window will pop up, select the file you are going to insert.  Change file type from the drop 
down menu on the bottom as necessary.  On the right is a Settings… button.  Click on that and 
change the settings as follows:  
 
Compression 

Monochrome: CCITT G4 
Grayscale: JPEG (Quality: Maximum) 
Color: JPEG (Quality: Maximum) 

Color Management 
RGB: Preserve embedded profiles 
CMYK: Preserve embedded profiles 
Grayscale: Preserve embedded profiles 
Other: Preserve embedded profiles 

 Tip: 
You can also insert pages by hitting the key command:  
Shift + Control + i   
 
To delete pages, hit:  
Shift + Control + d 

 Tip: 
Though you are able to insert multiple 
pages at a time, it is better to do one at 
a time as the order will usually get 
mixed up. 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Click OK and Select.  Acrobat will then pop up a 
window asking where you would want to insert the 
page.  Click OK when done. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
If there are any pages you need to delete, go to the 
toolbar and click on Document > Delete pages… 
Choose the page you have selected or a range of 
pages to delete.  Click OK. 
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Unacceptable Scans 
 

   
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contrast Too High Contrast Too High 

Whitewashed Text 
Blurry Image 


